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Pump-noise transfer in dual-pump fiber-optic
parametric amplifiers: walk-off effects
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Transfer of intensity noise from pumps to signal in dual-pump fiber-optic parametric amplifiers is simulated
numerically for a realistic configuration in which both pumps are amplified and filtered before they enter the
fiber. The walk-off effects induced by different group velocities of pumps, signal, and idler are fully taken
into account. It is found that the optical signal-to-noise ratio can be as low as 15 dB when the amplifier
length is close to 0.5 km, but it can be improved by 3 dB or so by use of longer fibers. © 2005 Optical Society
of America
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Fiber-optic parametric amplifiers (FOPAs) are attrac-
tive because they not only can provide large and uni-
form gain but also are useful for wavelength conver-
sion and phase conjugation.1–7 However, since FOPAs
are based on four-wave mixing (FWM) and can re-
spond on a femtosecond time scale, they are suscep-
tible to noise transferred from the pumps. Indeed, re-
cent measurement on single-pump FOPAs have
indicated them to be noisier than expected, with
noise figures in the range of 3.7 to 4.2 dB.4–6 Indeed,
pump fluctuations have been identified as a major
source of noise for FOPAs. The transfer of relative
intensity noise (RIN) from pumps to the signal is well
studied in the case of Raman amplifiers.8 The noise-
transfer problem has also been addressed for single-
pump FOPAs,2,9,10 although these studies ignored the
walk-off effects caused by the group-velocity mis-
match among the pumps, signal, and idler. In this
Letter we show that such walk-off effects have a ma-
jor effect on pump-noise transfer. In particular, they
can improve the optical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the amplified signal and that of the idler (used in
wavelength converters). Moreover, we extend the
analysis to the case of dual-pump FOPAs as they may
be better suited for some applications. Our conclu-
sions apply to the single-pump case as well.

Most dual-pump FOPAs use two strong pumps
whose wavelengths are set 40–50 nm apart but are
located almost symmetrically around the zero-
dispersion wavelength of the fiber.3,7 A nearly uni-
form gain is produced in this case in the spectral re-
gion between the pumps. Pump powers required by
FOPAs are quite high s.0.3 Wd for realizing high
gain over a relatively wide gain bandwidth. When the
pump wavelengths are far apart s.40 nmd, gain is
mostly produced by the nondegenerate FWM process
in which the signal and idler interact with both
pumps simultaneously. Degenerate FWM occurs
around the pump wavelengths and produces a much
lower gain in this region.

The most common technique for realizing high-
power pumps amplifies the output of a low-power

tunable laser by use of EDFAs. An optical filter is
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used to reduce the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise generated by EDFAs, before the pumps
enter the FOPA. The residual ASE noise causes fluc-
tuations in the pump powers. Since the signal and
idler gain depend on the pump powers exponentially,
fluctuations in pump power can produce much larger
fluctuations in the signal and idler power. Physically,
when the signal and pumps travel with the same
group velocity, they remain synchronous throughout
the whole fiber. As a result, different temporal slices
of the signal and idler experience different pump
powers and are amplified by different amounts. How-
ever, when the group-velocity mismatch among the
four waves is not negligible, the net gain at the end of
the fiber will correspond to the gain expected from
the average power of the two pumps. The RIN trans-
fer is considerably reduced under such conditions.

To estimate when walk-off effects become impor-
tant, we compare two time scales. The first is the co-
herence time tc of pump noise, related inversely to
the bandwidth Bo of the optical filter used after the
EDFAs. The second time scale is the walk-off delay tw
between the signal and pumps:

tw <
1

2
b3Lusv1 − v3dsv2 − v3du, s1d

where b3 is third-order dispersion of fiber, L is its
length, v1 and v2 are the pump frequencies, and v3 is
the signal frequency. As the pumps are located al-
most symmetrically around the zero-dispersion fre-
quency, so are the signal and idler. Therefore the two
pumps travel at the same group velocity, and the sig-
nal and idler travel together. Hence it is enough to
consider group-velocity mismatch between one of the
pumps and signal only. When tw!tc, averaging pro-
duced by walk-off becomes negligible. However, when
tw is comparable to or larger than tc, the signal can
experience different pump powers along the fiber, re-
sulting in an average over pump fluctuations.

The preceding discussion suggests that an increase
in tw helps reduce the FOPA noise. To increase tw,
both b3 and L in expression (1) should be as large as

possible. Historically, these two parameters are al-
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ways minimized as they limit the gain bandwidth.
However, recent work showed that the main factors
limiting gain bandwidth are fiber imperfections re-
lated to random variations in the zero-dispersion
wavelength11 and (or) in the residual birefringence of
the fiber.12 From the standpoint of RIN transfer, fiber
length should be optimized so that it is large enough
to allow averaging of the pump noise but still small
enough that it does not become a limiting factor for
the gain bandwidth.

We tested the validity of these physical arguments
through extensive numerical simulations and found
that the RIN transfer in a FOPA is indeed reduced
considerably when walk-off effects are included. In
numerical simulations we used the split-step Fourier
method to solve the following set of four coupled
equations governing the FWM process in FOPAs13:

]Ak
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+

1

vgk

]Ak

]t
+

idk

2

]2Ak

]t2 = ibsvkdAk + igsuAku2

+ 2uA3−ku2dAk, s2d
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]t2 = ibsvjdAj + 2igsuA1u2 + uA2u2dAj

+ 2igA1A2A7−j
*, s3d

where k=1 or 2 and j=3 or 4, A1 and A2 represent
pump fields, and A3 and A4 are the signal and idler
fields, respectively. bsvd=vnsvd /c is the propagation
constant at a given frequency v, where nsvd is the ef-
fective index of the fiber mode. The dispersion terms
that appear in Eqs. (2) and (3) are usually expressed
in terms of the dispersion parameters, bn, defined at
the zero-dispersion wavelength of the fiber using
bsvd=on=0

4 sn ! dbnsv−v0dn, where bn= us]nb /]vnduv=v0
.

Group velocity vgm and its dispersion dm at any fre-
quency vm can be obtained from bsvmd. The pumps
are strong enough that pump depletion is ignored.
The nonlinear effects produced by the pumps are in-

Fig. 1. RIN spectral density as a function of noise fre-
quency at three signal wavelengths. The dashed curve

shows for comparison the pump RIN spectrum.
cluded through nonlinear parameter g.
The pumps are assumed to be relatively noise free

before they are amplified by a factor of Gp by an
EDFA. The ASE added by EDFAs is assumed to have
a spectral density of SASE=nsps"vdsGp−1d for pump
at frequency v, where nsp is the population inversion
factor. Pumps are assumed to be filtered using filters
with a 1-nm effective bandwidth. To calculate RIN
spectra, we solve Eqs. (2) and (3) repeatedly for dif-
ferent ASE-noise seeds and perform an ensemble av-
erage over 1000 realizations numerically. We use the
following definitions for the signal RIN, the pump
RIN, and RIN enhancement factor Fr:

RINssv,Ld = kP3l−2E
−`

`

kdP3stddP3st + tdlexps− ivtddt,

s4d

Frsvd = RINssv,Ld/RINpsv,0d, s5d

where Pm= uAmu2, dPm=Pm− kPml, and is RINp̂ defined
as in Eq. (4) after changing the subscript 3 to 1.

Figure 1 shows signal RIN spectra at three signal
wavelengths of 1530, 1536, and 1550 nm. The short-
dashed curve shows, for comparison, the pump RIN
(identical for both pumps). In all cases, a 1-km-long
highly nonlinear fiber was used with parameters l0
=1550 nm, b3=0.1 ps3/km, b4=0.8310−4 ps4/km,
and g=4.2 W−1 km−1. A lower value of g was needed
to obtain 30-dB gain, as our analysis ignores disper-
sion and birefringence fluctuation. A noise-free input
signal is launched with 10-mW power. Pumps are lo-
cated at 1525.28 and 1575.28 nm and have 0.5 W of
average power after they are amplified by 27 dB by
an EDFA with nsp=1.5. Figure 1 shows that the sig-
nal RIN is enhanced by 15 dB at low frequencies.
However, the enhancement is reduced considerably
for large frequencies, and for some frequencies the
signal RIN is even less than the pump RIN. This is
because of the averaging of high-frequency noise by
the walk-off effects. Because such effects are larger
for signal wavelengths that are detuned farther from
the pumps, the RIN spectrum is narrower and the
RIN is reduced significantly when the signal wave-
length is 1550 nm (solid curve).

Figure 2 shows the RIN enhancement factor as a
function of noise frequency under the conditions
shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal line at the top shows,
for comparison, the expected behavior when the
walk-off effects are ignored. In the no-walk-off case,
the signal RIN is 35 times larger than the pump RIN
for all frequencies. When walk-off effects are taken
into account, RIN enhancement is reduced as fre-
quency increases and becomes nearly zero for fre-
quencies beyond 200 GHz or so. The inset of Fig. 2
shows the rms spectral width sR of the RIN spectrum
as a function of signal wavelength (squares). The
solid curve in this inset is obtained by assuming that
sR=C /tw, where C is a fitting parameter. The good

agreement reveals that the rms width of the signal
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RIN is inversely proportional to the walk-off-induced
delay tw. Signal wavelengths that are farthest from
each pump have the smallest RIN because tw is larg-
est for them.

The main effect of RIN transfer is to reduce the
SNR of the amplified signal. We expect the SNR to
depend on the bandwidth of the optical filters used to
reduce ASE noise. Figure 3 shows the optical SNR as
a function of filter bandwidth for FOPA lengths of 0.5,
1, and 2 km at a fixed signal wavelength of 1555 nm.
To make a meaningful comparison, the amount and
the bandwidth of the FOPA gain are kept constant by
keeping the product gsP1P2d1/2L constant through
changes in g and by adjusting the pump wavelengths
by ,0.1 nm. In all cases the amplified signal is de-
graded severely sSNR,18 dBd because of RIN trans-
fer. The best SNR is realized for the longest FOPA,
for which the SNR exceeds 17 dB and degrades only
by ,0.5 dB even if the filter bandwidth increases
from 0.5 to 3 nm. This is easily understood from Fig.
3, where the width of the RIN spectrum is deter-
mined by the inverse of the walk-off parameter.
When the FOPA length is relatively short and walk-
off is reduced, the SNR is not only smaller but also
degrades considerably with increasing filter band-
width. The electrical SNR of the signal, on the other
hand, would not be degraded as much as the optical
SNR because of a much lower bandwidth of electrical
filters. For a FOPA with a smaller b3<0.05 ps2/nm,
walk-off effects will be reduced by 50%.

In conclusion, we have shown that the walk-off ef-
fects can be beneficial in designing low-noise FOPAs
when the primary source of noise is the ASE added
by EDFAs used to amplify pumps. How much pump
noise is transferred to the signal depends on the
FOPA length and the bandwidth of the pump filter.
Numerical simulations show that FOPA length plays
a significant role, and the SNR is lower for shorter fi-
ber lengths. From the standpoint of RIN transfer, it
is better to use a longer fiber. In practice, the FOPA
length should be optimized to balance the conflicting

Fig. 2. Fr for the same three signal wavelengths shown in
Fig. 1. The inset shows sR as a function of signal wave-
length (filled circles) and the theoretical fit assuming that

sR scales inversely with tw (solid curve).
requirements of a high bandwidth and a low RIN.
Even though we have focused on the amplified signal,
our conclusions apply to the idler as well. They indi-
cate that the FOPA-based wavelength converters are
likely to suffer from the pump-noise transfer problem
and that the use of walk-off effects can help in im-
proving their performance.
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